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stirring for 0.5 h, 7-aminocephalosporanic acid derivatives of 

10 (8 mm이) was added to this mixture under ice-cooling. 

The mixture was stirred for several minutes at room tem

perature and then worked up as usual method to afford 11.

Cef미Tome・HI salt (8). 3 (3.4 g, 12 mmol) was added 

with stirring to a mixture of 4 (2.0 g, 10 mmol) and triethyl- 

amine (1.5 ml, 11 mmol) in DMF (50 ml) at ice-cold tempera

ture. After 0.5 ht 7 (3.8 g, 8 mmol) was added to 比is mixture. 

After stirring for 0.5 h at room temperature, the insoluble 

meterial was filtered off. DMF was removed by distillation 

under reduced pressure (2 mmHg), and then isopropyl al

cohol (20 m2) was added to the residue to crystalize. After 

stirring for 0.5 h under ice-bath temperature, The mixture 

was filtered and dried in vacuo to obtain yellowish crystal of 

8 (4.8 g, 93.4%); mp 178-180°C (dec); IR (KBr, cmf 1785 

(lactam c = o); 】H・NMR (CF3COOD, 5) 2.30-2.85 (2H. m), 

3.10-4.05 (6h, m) 4.4 (3H.s) 5.21-6.23 (4H.m) 8.11 (lH.s) 

7.65・8.70(3H,m).
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The single-frequency two-photon absorption tensor is carefully rederived and examined. It is pointed out that the conven
tionally used tensor, which has been fonnally deduced from the different-frequency two-photon absorption tensor, can give 
an incorrect absolute two-photon absorption rate. The identity forbidded selection rule and the polarization ratio expressions 
are also examined with the new tensor.

Introduction

The expression for the two-photon absorption (TPA) ten

sor (of rank 2) or the two-photon absorption cross section, is 

often derived by applying the perturbation technique to the 

time-dependent Schrodinger equation at the electric-dipole 

approximation.1-2 For TPA using two Afferent frequencies 

(different-frequency two-photon absorption, DFTPA), each 

Cartesian tensor element contains two terms, each of which 

is a sum over intermediate states of the product of two dipole 

transition moments and an energy denominator.15 Since mo

lecular symmetry requires certain relations between the 9 

Cartesian tensor elements,2"4 two-photon transitions can 

often described by less than 9 independent tensor elements. 

For example, a transition from the Alg ground state to an A2g 

vibronic state (one qiiantum of a blu vibrational mode in the 

B^j electronic state) in benzene belonging to the D6h poing 

group can be described by a single tensor element (the xy or 

yx element) because the two non-vanishing elements have to

t Dedicated to Professor Nung Min Yoon on the occasion of his 60th 
birthday.

be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.2-6 Thus, the TPA 

tensor for the Alg-A2g transition in benzene is traceless and 

antisymmetric.

When the frequencies of the applied radiation field used in 

two-photon absorption become identical (single-frequency 

two-photon absorption, SFTPA), the two-photon absorption 

tensor expressions are conventionally obtained by simply 

setting the two frequencies identical in the energy denomina

tors of the DFTPA tensor.2-4 The conventional Cartesian 

SFTPA tensor derived in this fashion should be symmetric 

because the two terms in the tensor element share the same 

energy denominator.
When the DFTPA tensor is traceless and antisymmetric 

as for 나le Alg-A2g two-photon transition in benzene, the 

conventional SFTPA tensor must vanish because of the addi

tional symmetry requirement of the conventional SFTPA 

tensor, Therefore, such transitions become formally forbid

den when the two frequencies are identical. This type of two- 

photon transitions is known as the identity forbidden transi

tions and the above mentioned Alg-A2g transition in benzene 

is a well-known example of such transtions. 2'6 This transi
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tion has not been observed either in DFTPA or in SFTPA.6'7

A careful derivation of two-photon absorption tensor 

shows, however, that the correct SFTPA tensor has only one 

term, not the two terms in the conventional SFTPA tensor 

obtained in the above fashion. Thus, the correct SFTPA ten

sor need not be symmetric. The difference between the cor

rect and the conventional SFTPA tensor naturally raises 

questions concerning the validity of some of the results for 

the SFTPA obtained formally from the conventional tensor. 

For example, the absolute two-photon absorption rate, the 

identity forbidden selection rule, and the polariztion ratio ex

pressions have been derived formally from the conventional 

SFTPA tensor, Since the correct SFTPA tensor need not be 

symmetric, the validity of the identity forbidden selection 

rule, which is a direct result of the symmetric nature of the 

conventional tensor, has to be confirmed with the new ten

sor. The polarization ratio, which is the ratio of two-photon 

absorption rate of circularly and linearly polarized lights, is 

an important factor for characterizing two-photon absorption 

spectra.6'7

In this paper, the correct SFTPA tensor is derived and its 

implication with respect to the above mentioned problems 

will be discussed.

Single-Frequency Two-Photon Absorption

When the applied radiation field has two different fre

quency components, one at 纨 and the other at a)2t the in

teraction operator at the electric-dipole approximation takes 

on the following form,1'2

Hi (r, () = - er • \ex Ex exp i cd -\~e2E2 exp ( - iaj .
(1)

E] (E2) and 仓i (e2) are, respectively, the amplitude and the 

polarization unit vector, expressed in the molecular frame, of 

the frequency component cu1 (w2). The complex conjugate 

parts which do not contribute to the absorption process have 

been omitted for clarity. The perturbation theory taken to 

the second order and the use of Fermi's golden rule lead to 

the following expression for the two-photon absorption rate 

per unit time,1,2

r=(准4/8方4) s) \ 2gif, g; s)

-E2 \F (tui, a)2) +F(wZt cui) \ g； <xJi. s)

4-1 EIF(0)2, S)g; 0)2, 32)〕 (2 )

where

(f \ r-e{ I n><n \ r-ej | g> )
F (<%, s) = £------------------------------------------- ( 3 丿

n a)ng~ a>J

and g(f, g; 3衬 3)is a normalized Lorentzian lineshape func

tion peaked at a)t+ 约=3店(i,j = 1,2). In Eqs. (2) and (3), f and 

g are the final and initial states, respectively. The sum in Eq. 

(3) is over a complete set of intermediate state n. F(wI( 3》 

represents a two-photon absorption process in which the 

molecule makes a virtual transition from the initial state g to 

an intermediate state n by absorbing a photon of frequency 

% and then make a virtual transition to the final state f by ab

sorbing a photon of frequency a>2. Thus, the first and last 

terms in Eq. (2) represent, respectively, the two-photon ab

sorption processes of only and of only. These two 

terms become important if 3按=2 山】or 2 o>2- On the other 

hand, the two terms in the middle of Eq. (2) represent the 

mixed absorption of w t and oj2 and thus become important 

when u%= % + oj2. In the second term, a photon at 叼 is ab

sorbed first and in the third term a photon at is absorbed 

first. Since we are concerned in this paper primarily about 

the non-resonant two-photon absorption in which there is no 

intermediate state in resonance with or a)2, the dampin용 

effect of intermediate states is not included.

When the two frequencies are different by more than the 

two-photon absorption band wid比(DFTPA) and the final 

state is located at 小危=公町 +(〃力 the first and the last terms in 

Eq. (2) are completely out of resonance and need not be con

sidered. Neglecting these two non-resonant terms, one ob

tains the followmg expression for the DFTPA (Cartesian) 

tensor element. SOlfl(cdb 钏),"

q / 广 I 세 用 ! g〉

as \ W I, (1)2 ) — 2/
n CO ng ~ Ci) 2

+ £ I B 柿〉<但丨 a I g〉 ( 4) 

n S ng -* (1) 1

where a and g are the Cartesian components, x, y, or z, in the 

molecular frame. The absolute two-photon absorption rate 

with this tensor is given by

广=(*/謝).时W(f，g； s，s) (5)

In Eq. (5), erS-e2 is identified as F (a)lt w2) + F(o>2, wi) in Eq. 

(2).

When the two frequencies are identical to w (SFTPA), the 

tensor expression is obtained conventionally by simply set

ting = a)2 = in Eq. (4).2'6 Then, the two sums in Eq.⑷ 

shares the same energy denominator and it is evident from 

Eq. (4) that the tensor obtained in this fashion should be sym

metric with respect to the interchange of two subscripts. 

Thus, it readily follows that those transitions requiring an an

tisymmetric and traceless tensor become formally forbidden. 

Such identity forbidden transitions are a unique feature of 

multiphoton absorptions where identical Fourier component 

of the applied field can interact more than once with 

jnolecules.8

However, when the two frequencies are identical, the first 

and last terms in Eq. (2), which have been neglected for the 

DFTPA tensor, show resonance also in the same spectral 

region as the two terms in the middle and therefore are as im

portant as the other two terms. By properly taking into ac

count these additional two terms, one gets the following form 

for the SFTPA tensor element, S球(s^),

瞞(3, 3)=E〈〃시"〉〈지，이 g> (6)
n COng- 3

An immediate consequence of Eq. (6) is that the correct 

SFTPA tensor does not have to be symmetric like the 

conventional SFTPA tensor derived from Eq. (4). Therefore, 

the correct SFTPA tensor does not have to vanish even for 

the identity forbidden transitions. It is seen that the conven

tional SFTPA tensor element ,3) deduced from Eq. (4) 

is simply related to the correct SFTPA tensor elements 

S<M(3,C0)through

) = s a0 ((Jj , ) +S sa (co, Ct) ) (7)

Eq. (6) can also be derived readily by writing the interaction 

operator in Eq. (1) as following,
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H\ (t, t) = -2 厂 eE exp (8 )

Here, e and E are the polarization unit vector and the ampli

tude of applied field at frequency s It is certainly the correct 

form when 아lere is only one source of applied field. If there 

are two different fields at the identical frequency, eE is 나leu 

just the vector sum of the two fields, and e2E2：

e E-eYEx+e2E2 (9)
with

E2 = E： + E；+2EpEM] , e2 (10)

In other words, the two fields of identical frequency interact 

with molecules as one combined field whose polarization and 

amplitude is give as a vector sum of the individual fields.

The absolute rate for SFTPA can be expressed in terms 

of the tensor;

厂= (成‘/由) I E2e - 旦 (s 少) ,리조 g(f, g; a)t ) (11)

Thus, it is evident from Eqs. (5), (7), and (11) that the use of 

the conventional tensor results in the incorrect absolute 

SFTPA rate, which can differ from the correct one by a fac

tor of 4 when there is a single source of field. Since this cons

tant factor is independent of the polarizations of incident 

light when a single source of field is used, the polarization 

ratio expressions derived formally from the conventional ten

sor remain valid. However, care must be taken if two dif

ferent sources at the same frequency are used.

When the polarization unit vector e is given as

"E eaa (12)a
where a is the unit vector along the molecular axes (e?=x, y, 

z), Eq. (11) can be rewritten as following

厂=(血r/80 I Z + Z 电％ (S球+ Sg)F
a a> 0

g(f, g； 3, CD)(13)

It is evident from Eq. (13) that the SFTPA rate vanishes if 

the tensor is traceless (Saa =0) and antisymmetric 

(Sas hSg). Therefore, the identity forbidden selection rule 

remains valid even with the correct SFTPA tensor which 

need not be symmetric unlike the conventional SFTPA ten

sor.

The above results can be readily generalized for single 

frequency m-photon absorption. It can be shown that the ten

sor element for single frequency m-photon absorption has al

ways a single term, contrary to m! terms as generally ac

cepted? Thus, the simple reduction from the m-frequency 

m-photon absorption tensor would result in an incorrect 

absorption rate which can differ from the correct one by a 

factor of (m!)2. However, 난le polarization ratio is insensitive 

to this constant factor when a single source of field is used. 

The identity forbidden selection rule for multi-photon ab

sorption remain valid not because of the vanishing tensor but 

because of the vanishing combination of non-zero tensor 

elements when they are projected onto the polarization unit 

vectors of the incident field.

Concluding Remarks

It has been 아!。wn that the correct single-frequency 

m-photon absorption tensor is composed of a single term re- 

gardles옹 of the number of actual sources of applied field. The 

conventional single-frequency m-photon absorption tensor, 

which is deduced from the different frequency absorption 

tensor, can give incorrect absolute transition rates. However, 

it has been 아lown that the identity forbidden selection rule, 

which was formally derived from the conventional tensor, re

mains valid, Furthermore,比e same polarization ratios are 

derived both from the conventional and correct tensors.
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